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Abstract
A software architecture should expose important system
properties for consideration and analysis. Performancerelated properties are frequently of interest in determining
the acceptability of a given software design. In this paper
we show how queueing network modeling can be adapted to
support performance analysis of software architectures. We
also describe a tool for transforming a software architecture
in a particular style into a queueing network and analyzing
its performance.

1. Introduction
An important issue for the engineering of complex software systems is determining overall system performance.
Currently estimating performance for a system, in advance
of actually building it, is something of a black art, relying
on previous experience, local knowledge, and ad hoc techniques. This is unfortunate, since for many systems, it is
often possible to make fairly good predictions of the expected performance of individual parts. At the very least, it
would be good to be able to try out various “what-if” scenarios, contrasting the adequacy of different designs under
different assumptions.
One emerging approach for dealing with such problems
is to take an architectural view of the software. The software
architecture of a system determines its overall structure as
a collection of interacting components. By operating at this
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level of abstraction, one would hope to be able to reason in
a straightforward way about overall system properties such
as performance, reliability, etc.
To take a simple example, consider the mini-architecture
illustrated in Figure 1, which contains three interacting components: a web server, a web client, and a database. Assume
that the client makes requests of the server and receives responses asynchronously. The server may make a request of
the database in the process of filling the client’s request.
The acceptability of this design will likely depend on
several unanswered questions concerning the overall performance of the system, such as:
 How well can this web site handle the anticipated
demand? What will the average response time be?
How large should buffers be?
 Given a maximum acceptable response time, what is
the highest demand the web site can handle?
 Suppose that the demand is expected to peak for brief
periods, and degraded performance during this time
is acceptable. How much will performance degrade?
 Which component is the bottleneck? Should it be
upgraded or replicated? How does the transmission
rate of the data affect performance?
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Figure 1. An internal web site
Unfortunately, most architectural designs are characterized informally and provide weak support for system-level
analyses. As a result, it may be difficult to answer questions
such as these with any degree of precision.
One of the stumbling blocks is that architects have a limited arsenal of concepts and tools to carry out such analyses
at an architectural level of design. Even if good estimates of
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performance can be determined for a system’s components,
it may be very difficult to derive overall system behavior.
Ideally what is needed is a way to exploit system designers’ knowledge to derive the expected performance of the
system from performance-related attributes of its parts. Fortunately, a mathematical model already exists in a similar
domain. Queueing network theory is used in computer systems performance analysis to predict attributes of a system
from attributes of its parts. A queueing network processes
jobs. The elements in a queueing network are hardware devices, each of which has a queue. Jobs require service from
a set of devices and wait in a queue when a desired device is
busy. Each job exists in only one device or queue at a time.
Adaptation of this technique to software architecture
performance analysis might seem straightforward at first
glance. Hardware devices are replaced by software components. A job is replaced by a sequence of requests for
service. Each component receives and processes requests,
and when a request is completed, the component may send
a new request for service to another component. The path
of the sequence of requests is determined by converting the
connections between components described in the architecture to an acyclic directional graph.
However this adaptation is overly simplistic and incomplete, as becomes evident when it is applied to examples
even as simple as the web site example. In particular, the
adaptation implicitly makes several assumptions, some of
which are inappropriate in this context. For example, it
assumes that all jobs have the same service requirements,
and that connectors do not significantly affect performance.
In order to apply queueing network analysis to a software
architecture, we must examine and resolve such problems.
In this paper we show how to adapt queuing network
theory so that it can be applied to a significant class of architectural designs. By doing this we show how to bring
system building and analysis knowledge to bear on the design process by harnessing an existing analysis technique
for a new domain. We begin by briefly reviewing relevant
elements of queueing network theory. Next we consider the
straightforward application of this theory. Though powerful
when it can be applied, its limitations make it less than ideal.
Then we show how the basic ideas can be extended to handle
a much broader class of system, including those with cycles,
autonomous clients, replicated services, and connector delays. Finally, we briefly describe the implementation of a
tool that carries out architecture-based performance analysis, and outline future directions in this line of research.

2. Queueing Network Theory
To set the stage we begin with a brief introduction to
queueing theory. We will cover only the essentials of product

form networks.1
The basic units of a queueing network are “service centers” and “queues.” A queue is a buffer with some queueing
discipline (FIFO, round robin,LCFS preemptive resume). A
service center provides some necessary service. Examples
include a bank teller, hardware device, or database. Each
service center has a queue containing jobs to process.
A replicated service center represents m identical providers of service, which draw their jobs from a single queue.
For example, an airline’s baggage check counter has one line
of customers but many ticket agents. An infinitely replicated
service center (m = 1) is called a “delay center,” and may
be used to model a transmission delay.
Queueing network analysis can produce results both for
individual queues (associated with service centers), as well
as for the network as a whole.
To derive performance characteristics for individual service centers, two important pieces of information must be
known: the average time the service center takes to process
one job (service time), and the average rate at which jobs arrive (arrival rate). The service time and the time between job
arrivals are usually taken to have exponential distributions. 2
An exponential probability density function with expected value 1= is given by

f (t) = e;t
It is sometimes called “memoryless” because the expected
time left to wait is always 1=, regardless of how much
time has passed. This renders the history of the system
unimportant, greatly simplifying the analysis. We assume
exponential distributions, but will return to this issue in
section 7.
From this information, results in queueing theory make
it possible to calculate for a single queue:
 Utilization (how often the service center is occupied.)
 Average time a job spends waiting in the queue.
 Average queue length.
 The probability that the queue length is n.
 Whether the system is stable or overloaded. In an
overloaded system, the queue grows faster than jobs
can be processed; the server cannot keep up.
 For a queue implemented as a buffer of length B ,
the rate at which incoming jobs are discarded due to
buffer overflow (drop rate.)
A queueing network is an interconnected group of these
queues. Jobs enter the network, receive service at service
centers, and leave. The average rate at which jobs enter
the network (system arrival rate) must be known. For each
service center, the service time must be known, as well as the
1 For

a more detailed treatment see Lazowska [8] or Sauer [9].
the distribution is known to be non-exponential, but close
enough. If it has a larger variance, the analysis will be too optimistic.
2 Sometimes

rate at which jobs arrive at its queue relative to the system
arrival rate (relative arrival rate). In addition to the above
results it is possible to calculate expected values for
 Latency, the time for a job to be completely processed
 Throughput, the rate at which jobs are processed
 Number of outstanding jobs in the system
 Most-utilized service center, a possible bottleneck.
The system arrival rate and a queue’s relative arrival rate
determine the actual arrival rate at that queue. The relative
arrival rate may be specified if known; otherwise it must be
derived from the probabilistic path of a job through the network. For example, jobs leaving the web server may have a
60% chance of proceeding to the database. These transition
probabilities are expressed as a set of linear equations and
solved for the relative arrival rates.
Some systems process several kinds of jobs. To model
jobs with different behavior, each queue is divided into one
or more “job classes.” For the purposes of this paper, job
class will affect only the next destination of the job, not
service times or processing order. Transition probabilities
are now specified between job classes, instead of queues.
For example, in the context of our example architecture,
it may be that a job which was class c1 at the web server is
likely to proceed to the database, while a job that was class
c2 at the server will always proceed to the client.

3. Application To Software Architecture
We begin with the simplest possible translation of queueing analysis into architectural terms. Though this simple
analysis is sufficient for some systems, it is too weak for
others. We will resolve these problems by extending the
translation in the next section.
This translation is based on a “distributed message passing” architectural style, in which a design is fairly close
to its queueing network equivalent. The components represent distributed processes. Connectors in this style are
directional and represent asynchronous message streams;
the messages are queued for processing by the components.
We assume that each component has a single queue, and
that messages are processed in FIFO order.3 When a component processes a message, it may produce 0 or 1 new
messages as a result. A message entering the system thus
corresponds to a queueing network job; when the first component finishes processing it and sends a new message to
another component, then the new message represents that
same job. The job exists as a sequence in time of individual
messages, and is completed when the sequence terminates.
To illustrate, consider the following simplification of the
example in Figure 1. Jobs (or messages) arrive from outside;
each visits the client C , the server S , and the database D,
3 Other queueing disciplines would be

permissible; see section 2.

and is finished. R jobs arrive in the system per second, so R
jobs/s arrive in each component’s queue. The components’
service times are SC ; SS ; and SD . For the automated analysis, we add a service time property to each component, and
an arrival rate property to the system.
The utilization of a component i is ui = RSi , its average
queue length is qi = u2i =(1 ; ui ), and its average response
time is Si =(1 ; ui ). The average population of i is pi =
ui =(1 ; ui), comprising jobs in its queue and jobs receiving
its service. The probability that pi  n is un
i . The system
population P is the sum of the components’ populations,
and the system response time is P=R.
Suppose R = 9:5 / s, SC = 65; SS = 20; SD = 103 ms.
Then we expect a system response time of 5 s. The utilization of the database component is 98%. This component
is close to overloaded, and is likely to have a long queue
and a high latency. On average the queue length will be
44 elements; there is a 27% probability that the length will
be 60 or more. If the estimated SD turns out to be slightly
larger, the database will be unable to keep up. The system
will be acceptable only if the database is upgraded.
While these results are useful, the technique is of limited
applicability for several reasons.








It assumes that the set of services required by a job is
implicit in the architecture, such that each job visits
each service center once. This is not always the case.
There is no notion of autonomous clients. Jobs must
arrive from outside at a known rate; components cannot issue new jobs as in the original example.
When a bottleneck is found in a system, sometimes
the component responsible is replicated to distribute
its load across more than one device. Modeling this
at the software architecture level is desirable but will
require careful consideration.
Connectors between components can add delays, affecting the system’s response time. They should certainly be included in the model.
There are further complications in understanding, at
the level of software architecture, the requirements
and assumptions which are natural at a mathematical
level and may be inherent at a hardware component
level; e.g., the degree to which one service center is
loaded must not affect the service time of another.

4. Extending The Model
Having observed the inadequacies of the simple translation illustrated above, we now describe several key extensions which make the translation more widely applicable.

4.1. Cycles
The original architecture processed two kinds of jobs. A
“fetch” visits the client, the server, and the client again; a
“query” visits the client, server, database, server, and client.
To analyze the performance of this system, it is necessary to attach additional information to the architecture:
each component will have a list of the kinds of messages
(corresponding to job classes) it services and their transition
probabilities, and the system will have a list of the incoming job classes and their arrival rates. These properties are
used to create a set of linear equations for the components’
relative arrival rates, enabling analysis as before.
For the example system, this information might be as follows. The server can receive three kinds of messages: f etch
and query from the client and answer from the database.
The client can receive start from outside and end from the
server. Suppose that 40% of jobs are “fetch” and the rest are
“query”. When the client finishes processing a start, there is
a 40% probability that it sends the server f etch; otherwise, it
sends query. When the server finishes f etch or answer, it always sends the client end. When the server finishes query, it
sends a message to the database; when the database finishes
that message, it will send the server answer.

4.2. Autonomous Clients
In the original architecture, jobs were generated by the
web client. This system can be easily transformed to one
in which jobs arrive from the outside. However, a more
complex system, in which many components initiate jobs of
various classes, would be tedious to transform by hand. Job
generation can remain associated with these components if
this transformation is added to the automated analysis.
We add to each client properties specifying the classes
and generation rates of initiated jobs. The system properties
added above are no longer specified, since they will be calculated from these client properties. The effective system
arrival rate R is the sum of the clients’ generation rates.
One open question is whether request generation should
take the usual service time, or a negligible amount of time4 .
In the example system, the latter is more appropriate.

4.3. Replication
There are several obvious ways to deal with a bottleneck
component: replicate it, speed it up, or reduce the demand
on the system. These options may vary in expense and
difficulty, or even feasability, for a given system. When
considering these tradeoffs it is helpful to compare the performance improvement that will result from applying each
4 Specifying a different service time for request generation would violate
an assumption needed to keep the mathematics simple.

option at some level of expense. The results of the latter two
can be calculated using the techniques already discussed.
For the purposes of analysis, the instances of the replicated component should be identical. This creates a problem: jobs processed by some systems do distinguish between instances of replicated components. In the web example, a job initiated by the client returns to that client for
final processing and display. Replicating the client could result in an optimistic prediction, since the model will attribute
the final processing to any client that is not busy.
We must also consider the rate at which this replicated
client generates requests. The generation rate r will be redefined as the rate of one instance; then the overall rate is mr.
The alternative is to simply specify the overall rate, which
is inconvenient if the degree of replication m is changed.
The individual analysis for a replicated component is
somewhat more complicated than for an ordinary component; the queue does not grow until m jobs are in service.

4.4. Delay in Connectors
In our example, the connectors are an abstraction for
creating, sending, and enqueueing messages. So far their
effect on system performance has been neglected. In reality,
transmission delays can increase the system response time.
Service centers could be used to model connectors; this
model assumes that only one message can be in transit at a
time, and may produce inflated response times. Instead, we
model a connector as a delay center. Its arrival rate is equal
to the arrival rate at the component fed by the connector.
Each connector has a delay time property, representing the
average time it takes a message to traverse the connector.
A connector’s transmission delay affects the system response time: the delay time of each connector traversed by
a job is added to the job’s response time. It does not affect
component performance or bottlenecks.

5. Example Revisited
Consider a new version of the example used in section
3. Messages traversing connectors now incur a transmission
delay. Jobs are no longer required to visit each component
exactly once: each job returns to the client for final processing, and some jobs never visit the database. Replication is a
permissible option. To illustrate these extensions, in terms
of a model, assume that the following is true for this system.
Estimated service times are SC = 65 ms, SS = 20 ms,
SD = 103 ms. The delay DCS for the connectors between
the client and server is 1.5 s, and the delay DSD for the
connectors between the server and database is 50 ms. The
client generates the two kinds of jobs, “fetch” and “query,”
described in section 4.1. The client generates 3 fetches and

7 queries per second. With this information we can now
calculate various performance characteristics of the system.
The effective arrival rate of the system is the sum of all
generation rates: 10. Transition probabilities for the system
arrivals are calculated from the generation rates. In this
system, request generation takes essentially no time, so the
system arrivals will all be sent to the server; otherwise, they
would be sent to the client for service. (Section 4.2)
Now it is possible to calculate relative arrival rates from
transition probabilities. The relative arrival rate at the server
3
7
fetch +2  10
query = 1:7. At the database it is
is 1  10
0 fetch + 0:7 query. At the client it is 1, because the system
arrivals are sent to the server to mimic a negligible client
generation time; otherwise, it would be 2. (Section 4.1)
The relative arrival rates of the connectors are the same
as the components whose queues they feed. (Section 4.4)
Now we return to the equations of section 3. The utilization of the database is 7  0:103 = 72%. The server’s
is 17  0:020 = 34%. The client’s is 10  0:065 = 65%.
The database, closest to being a bottleneck, is of greatest
interest. Its average queue length is 1.85 messages, and its
response time is 103=(1 ; 0:72) = 370 ms.
The average population of the system is about 58 messages; of these, 17  1:5  2 = 51 are in transit between C
and S , and one is between S and D. (Section 4.4)
The average system response time is 58=10 = 5:8 s. (3 s
are due to the delay between client and server).
Now let us suppose that the database is being considered
for an upgrade. Assume that it will be replaced by either a
single instance with a service time of 75 ms, or two identical
instances, each with service time of 110 ms. We would
like to compare the performance of the two options while
assuming the rest of the system remains unchanged.
The first option will have an average of 1.1 messages
present in the queue and receiving service, and an average
queue length of .58. The second option will have 3.8 present,
and a queue length of 2.2. The utilizations are 53% and
39%; the second option will be better able to handle an
above-average load. The response times are 160 ms and
141 ms. From a performance standpoint, the second option
seems the better choice; other factors such as expense may
also factor into the final decision. (cf. Section 4.3)

6. Implementation Status
The distributed message passing style described above
has been implemented as a style in Aesop [3]. The basic
component type is a Process, and the connector type is a
MessageStream. MessageStreams are directional.
The Aesop environment allows a user to graphically construct a software architecture in this style, enter the numbers
needed for analysis in component and connector “workshops,” and run analysis tools on the architecture. Numeric
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Figure 2. Performance analysis via Aesop
analysis results such as expected queue length are displayed
in the workshops. Other results are indicated graphically;
overloaded components, which will be unable to keep up
with the anticipated demand, are highlighted.
The style also provides an option on components to set
the degree of replication. The effect of this option is to
alter the component’s appearance and change the predicted
performance as described in section 4.3.
The analysis tool automatically performs the transformations described above. It reads in a text file containing an
architecture described in Acme [4], determines which transformations to apply, analyzes the resulting network, and
outputs an Acme description annotated with the results of
the analysis. Aesop exports and imports these Acme descriptions (Figure 2), making the results visible to the user.
In a typical scenario, the user begins the iterative design
process by constructing the top level design. He estimates
the service times of the components, names the job classes,
and fills in their transition probabilities. The user then runs
the performance analysis tool. Based on the results he may
replicate bottleneck components, decompose some components to provide estimates at a lower level, or otherwise
refine the design. After making informed modifications, he
repeats the process until an acceptable architecture is found.

7. Discussion And Future Work
We have shown how to apply queueing network modeling to software architectures in a particular style. A naive
adaptation is sufficient for a few simple architectures, but
proves inadequate for more interesting designs. It becomes
much more useful with the extensions we have illustrated.
Three concerns remain. The performance predictions
are based on unreliable estimates supplied by the user. The
application above is restricted to one style. The underlying
mathematical assumptions further restrict the systems that
can be modeled. We will consider each of these in turn.
Dependence on unreliable data is unavoidable. Estimates
made early in the design process cannot be completely accurate, and the performance analysis relies on these inputs.
However, there is no reason to take this for the final answer.
The performance analysis tool can be rerun as the design
is altered and as more accurate estimates become available,
providing the user with incrementally improving feedback.
The application of queueing network analysis can be extended to other architectural styles. The distributed message

passing style was intended to mesh with the usual assumptions of the most simple queueing network model. We
expect other styles to violate one or more of these; further
style-specific transformation of the original architecture will
be needed to produce a tractable queueing network.
In the pipe and filter style, for example, modeling systems
with fan-out and fan-in presents a problem; they do not meet
the assumption that jobs exist in exactly one queue or service
center at a time. Fortunately, techniques exist for repeatedly
collapsing subnetworks into an approximately equivalent
composite queue, and for allowing a job to occupy a set
of service centers simultaneously by declaring all but one
“passive resources.” Such systems could be approximated
by applying these techniques. We believe that many other
styles would be amenable to similar adaptation of our results.
However, this remains an area for future research.
Earlier we made several mathematical assumptions; in
particular, probability distributions are assumed to be exponential. Results in queueing theory that we have not
discussed here include the analysis of queues with known
nonexponential distributions. This could also be adapted to
software architecture – following the same approach that we
have described here – thereby allowing users to estimate the
performance of systems with nonexponential distributions.
Working out the details of using nonexponential distributions, however, is an item for future research.
The style in which an architecture is designed constrains
the design in particular ways. We have described here only
the most basic of queueing analyses; other, more powerful,
queueing theory results exist and can be incorporated in the
tool. Using the knowledge of a style’s constraints to select
appropriate queueing theory techniques, automatic transformation and analysis may be made feasible for designs in that
style. Conversely, an architect’s criteria for selecting a style
to use may include its amenability to analysis.

8. Related Work
Two bodies of related work exist.
The first area is classical results in queueing theory. A
great deal of work has been done in queueing theory, and
many texts are available (e.g., Lazowska [8], Sauer [9], Jain
[5]). We build on this work by applying it in a different
domain and interpreting the results in the software design
world. As we have noted, several issues must be resolved in
order to do this.
The second area is architecture-based analysis. Architecture based static analysis is an important and growing area.
Types of analyses include real-time systems in Unicon [10]
and Aesop [3], component-connector protocol compatibility [2], reliability block diagrams [1], and adaptability in
SAAM [6, 7]. Our adaptation of queueing network modeling adds to the repertoire of available static analysis tools,

complementing the growing body of architecture-based notations and toolsets.
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